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What are "Personal Assistance Services"?

For many individuals with SCI, part of coming to terms with the spinal cord injury is accepting that as a result of physical limitations, there is now a need to rely on someone else to fulfill some of your needs. Learning how to live with this newly acquired need for assistance, while not compromising independence and dignity, can be challenging. There are many issues to consider when planning for personal care needs to be met, and several will be addressed in the following pages.

Personal Assistance Services (PAS) include a variety of activities which are determined by the individual needs of the person with SCI. Personal assistance services can range from assistance with grocery shopping and meal preparation to bathing, bowel and bladder care.

The Personal Care Assistant (PCA) is the person who assists the individual with spinal cord injury with his or her daily living activities. The PCA is also referred to as an "attendant" or "caregiver", whether the care is being provided by a spouse, parent, friend, or hired employee.

Options for Personal Assistance Services

Family Member/Spouse

One of the first questions that is raised when considering who should provide personal assistance services is whether or not a family member should take on the role of personal care assistant. There are several factors to consider when making this decision. Oftentimes, the decision is made based on financial considerations, without taking into account other options or thinking about the potential toll that providing care may take on the personal relationship.

When a family member, whether it be a parent, spouse, son or daughter assumes the role of personal care assistant, the lines between multiple roles can become blurred. Providing personal care can put stress on any relationship, and can be particularly hard on a marriage. It may be difficult for a partner who has the responsibility of performing bowel and bladder care to be involved in an intimate relationship as well.

Respect and self-esteem are two important aspects of a relationship that may be adversely affected when a spouse takes on the role of personal care assistant. It may be difficult for the individual with SCI to communicate and clarify his or her needs for fear of being perceived as too demanding. Or, because of a lack of control, the person with SCI may demand more of a spouse than he or she would of a PCA who is an employee. In the situation where a spouse becomes a caregiver, neither party should be perceived as being too passive or demanding, and creating such a balance in the relationship, which may already be strained, can pose a challenge. Couples need to be constantly aware of the balance of power in the relationship. Self-esteem, which is often decreased following the injury, may continue to be affected if a spouse is depended on to provide personal care which the person with SCI was previously able to do independently.

Other points to consider when deciding whether or not a spouse should be the primary personal care assistant are the potential loss of personal space, sense of individuality and time commitment involved. The couple should consider how all aspects of their relationship would be affected before making such a decision.
Since good communication skills are an important factor in the relationship between you and your PCA, consideration should be given to the communication skills of the couple before making a decision to have a spouse as caregiver.

One of the most important factors, but perhaps the most difficult to assess, is whether or not providing care to a spouse is even within the potential caregiver’s capability and/or comfort level. Oftentimes a sense of obligation clouds this issue, and makes it difficult to assess whether or not a spouse would make a good personal care assistant. Consider how the potential loss of personal time and space, and sense of individuality would affect the relationship between the individual with SCI and spouse. The couple should think about all aspects of their relationship and how it would be affected before making a decision about a caregiver.

The positive aspect of having a spouse or significant other assume a caregiver role is familiarity. Having someone with whom a relationship has already been established involved in your personal care can be a strong factor in the PCA decision making process.

For some individuals with SCI, economic necessity is the primary reason that the spouse or family member assumes the role of caregiver. Regardless of the circumstances, whenever a spouse or significant other takes on the personal care assistant role, it is helpful for both parties to take the time to clarify roles and plan together how care should be given. Other options for personal care assistants include friends and family members other than spouse or significant other. Many of the issues discussed previously are still important considerations - communication skills, comfort level of both parties, level of commitment, etc.

**Hired Employee**

Hiring a personal care assistant, someone who is, in fact, employed by you, may be the option that affords you the maximum amount of control and input into your care. A PCA who is an employee works for the person with SCI. The most important part of the job is to take direction and provide care in a manner that is suitable to his or her employer.

There are a couple of options for finding a hired personal care assistant, one of which is utilizing a home health agency. One of the primary benefits of hiring a PCA through an agency is convenience, as the agency presumably handles the screening and application process. Also, an agency will often provide back-up care in the event that the PCA is sick or doesn't show up for work unexpectedly. The disadvantages of hiring a PCA through an agency include higher cost in most cases, as well as a lack of control over choosing your caregiver. You will also most likely have to provide your PCA with specific training as to the needs of the individual with SCI, as most assistants do not receive such training.

Regardless of who takes on the role of personal care assistant, it is imperative to have a back-up plan in place in the event that the PCA gets sick, quits without notice or is unable to provide care for any reason. Being without a personal care assistant can be a frightening and intimidating experience that is best avoided. A well thought out plan that has been prepared before such an occasion occurs is the best way to handle the situation.

You should develop a list of people who are willing to be utilized as a back-up attendant, which could include family members, friends, school or organizational associates. Find out the time of day and day of the week each person on the list could be available to assist you.
Finding a Personal Care Assistant

There are several avenues to pursue when seeking a personal care assistant. The individual with SCI should assess his or her own situation and think about which recruitment method(s) might work. Prior to attempting to find a PCA, full consideration should be given to your specific needs, such as what times of the day care is needed the most, which types of caregiving activities are required, and how these could be consolidated into blocks of time.

One of the most common ways to find an attendant is through an advertisement in the newspaper. In a larger city, it may be advisable to advertise in the local area newspaper. The first step is to create an ad that briefly states your needs and what type of person is being sought, while hopefully sparking the interest of a prospective attendant. (See sample advertisements in attached packet). The ad should include a brief description of the types of assistance you need, hours, days, part-time versus full-time, live-in versus live-out, specific requirements for the position (such as heavy lifting, driver’s license, non-smoker, etc) and salary. You cannot list preferences based on sex, age or race as this is considered discrimination, and is against the law. Finally, include your phone number and name, and hours you can be contacted if necessary. It is not advisable to list a full name or address in the newspaper ad in order to protect yourself against anyone with less than good intentions.

Another suggestion for finding an attendant is to contact the local Independent Living Center. Attendant care is one of the key services independent living centers are funded to provide. Most independent living centers keep a listing of potential attendants, that may or may not have been preliminarily screened by the staff, and some even offer classes to train the person with SCI, who may need assistance with the hiring and management process, or the prospective attendant.

Other avenues to pursue in the search for a PCA include posting an ad on a bulletin board at the local community college or university’s career placement center. It may be helpful to focus on those schools that offer specific curriculum for nursing or occupational/physical/recreational therapy. Oftentimes the students in such programs need experience in the field in order to graduate.

There are other locations that may offer places to post a job listing that may attract prospective PCA’s as well. Hospital bulletin boards may be a good source, as staff members may be looking for extra work. Advertising in a local church bulletin, at vocational rehabilitation agencies, or at local unemployment or social service agencies may also be worth trying. Finally, never underestimate the power of word of mouth. Get the word out by telling as many friends, family members, organizational associates and neighbors that you are looking for a PCA. A prospective attendant that has been referred by someone you know and trust may be your best bet. Also, talk to other individuals who have attendant care needs in your community to find out who they are using.

Oftentimes one attendant will work for two or more people.

Screening and Interviewing A Prospective Personal Care Assistant

In preparation for the screening and interview process, the individual with SCI should conduct a personal needs assessment to clarify those activities for which an attendant’s assistance is needed. (see sample in attached packet). It is helpful to develop a checklist that encompasses all of the self-care, housekeeping, grocery shopping, errand running and
transportation activities for which you need assistance. This checklist can be utilized in the screening and interview process. It is also helpful to clearly outline your expectations for how each task for which you require assistance will be completed. In preparing a checklist for a specific aspect of your personal care, be brief, put the tasks in the correct sequence, and be as thorough as possible. This checklist will be a useful tool for training your PCA, and may help to address any differences in opinion regarding how a specific task should be done.

Before beginning the search for a personal care assistant, there are several things to consider - your preference for a male or female caregiver, and whether you would like the caregiver to live-in or just come in for several hours at a time to provide assistance. This, of course, also depends on the level of care that you require, as well as space limitations in your home and your need/desire for privacy. If space and your personal lifestyle permits, you may consider offering a personal care assistant room and board in exchange for personal assistant services.

It may be helpful to make a list of characteristics you would like in a caregiver. Give careful consideration to factors such as honesty, reliability, consideration, promptness, ability to listen, willingness to learn new or different tasks, and how important each of these characteristics are to you in your PCA. What are the most important, and least important, and what are you willing to compromise on? Think about whether or not you want an attendant with shared interests, and how important issues such as having reliable transportation, smoking, drug and alcohol use, and previous driving record are to you.

It is advisable to screen a prospective attendant before expending the time and energy on conducting a full interview on a person that may not be well suited to meet your needs. A brief phone interview can be a helpful tool for screening individuals who may be interested in the job. The telephone interview can provide the opportunity to find out whether or not the potential candidate has the characteristics you are looking for in a PCA, as well as chance for him or her to learn more about the job (such as the schedule, salary, and other requirements).

If, after a brief discussion and assessment, you decide to interview the applicant, there are several guidelines that may be helpful when conducting an interview. Keep in mind, that it is not uncommon for someone to make an appointment for an interview and then not show. Ask the prospective job candidate to call in the event that he or she has changed his or her mind about the interview, or cannot make the scheduled appointment. The applicant should bring his or her social security number, at least two references, and a driver's license to the interview.

The Interview

Consider conducting the interview at a location other than your home for safety reasons. If possible, have a friend or relative present or nearby during the interview. In preparation for the interview, have a list of your needs and exactly what the job entails, as well as those issues/questions you would like to ask the applicant. Include space to write down your feelings (positive and negative) about the applicant following the interview.

The interview should be seen as an opportunity to get to know the prospective PCA. Discuss previous work experience,
including length of employment for each position he or she has held. This is an important issue to bring up - you don't want to spend the time training a PCA to have him or her quit after a short time if you can avoid it. Inquire as to the type of work the applicant has enjoyed most and liked the least, and whether or not they have experience and are comfortable around a person with a disability. The applicant's transportation resources should also be discussed. If driving is a requirement for the position, talk about the applicant's driving record, and find out if he or she would be comfortable driving your vehicle should that be necessary. Talking about social issues such as smoking, alcohol and drug use, personal likes and dislikes, and recreation and leisure pursuits will provide the opportunity for you and the applicant to determine if it is feasible to work together.

The interview process is also the time to discuss your needs and exactly what the job entails in detail. It may be helpful to utilize either a job description or needs checklist as a guideline for this discussion. It is especially important to talk about any physical requirements of the job such as lifting, transferring, bathing, etc. After you have described your needs and the job requirements, ask the applicant whether or not there are any tasks he or she would not feel comfortable performing (such as the bowel program). Also discuss compensation - whether pay will be hourly or a combination of a stipend with room and board. Let the applicant know the days and hours you need assistance and clarify which days he/she will have off. Ask the applicant why he or she is interested in the job. Finally, finish the interview process by giving the applicant the opportunity to ask you questions about the job requirements or your lifestyle. Discuss your timeline for making a decision and assure him or her that you will get in touch with your choice whether or not they are selected for the position.

The next step in the interview process is to contact the applicant's references. It is imperative before hiring anyone to check their references. It can sometimes be difficult to get information from previous employers for fear of a lawsuit, but explain your situation clearly, and if a reference refuses to give you information about an applicant, move onto the next reference, or ask the applicant for additional references. The feedback you receive from a previous employer may be the deciding factor in whether or not you hire someone. During a reference check, try to obtain information on the applicant's length of employment, type of tasks performed in the course of the job, reliability, promptness, response to feedback and supervision, ability to learn new tasks, and why the applicant left the previous job. Finally, ask the former employer whether or not the applicant would be considered for future employment.

Making A Decision

After you have completed the interview process and obtained information from all of the applicant's references, it is time to make a decision as to who to hire for your personal care. The primary consideration when making a final selection should be your gut reaction to a potential applicant. Regardless of qualifications, if for any reason, you do not feel completely comfortable with an applicant, do not consider him or her for the position. Consider factors such as how well the applicant's personality and lifestyle fit with yours. For example, is the applicant a night owl while you like to get an early start in the morning? Consider the physical as well as the emotional well-being of the applicant. Hiring an emotionally unstable person to provide personal care may be a roller coaster ride you are not ready for. Once a decision has been made, extend the job offer as soon as possible, and let all others know of your decision.
Once the applicant accepts the position, prepare and review the contract. The contract should specify hours of work per day or week, hourly pay, length of notice to be given for vacation, sick notice and termination notice (see sample). Once both parties have agreed to the terms of the contract, the agreement should be signed and dated by both.

**Guidelines for Attendant Training**

You will need to teach your newly hired PCA what you need done in terms of your personal care, and how he or she can best meet your needs. If at all possible, the training process should begin in the hospital before discharge where the expertise of the staff can be utilized to facilitate the process. Oftentimes, however, it is not possible to hire a PCA until after discharge from the hospital. It is helpful to utilize your self-care checklist when training aspects of your care, how it relates to what you can and cannot do for yourself. If the PCA has a good foundation of knowledge about how the bowel and bladder care, it will be easier to learn. Encourage your PCA to ask questions throughout the training process and clarify any medical or technical terms as you go along. There are several excellent self-care/education manuals for individuals with SCI that can be used as training tools (See Resource List).

Each personal care task (for example - bathing) should be broken down into smaller, manageable steps. Give the PCA instruction on each step and explain why it is important to you that each step be done the way you request. Remember that repetition is the key to learning, therefore, it may take your PCA several attempts before he or she performs the task exactly the way you would like. Encourage your PCA to give you feedback and ask questions. Give positive feedback when your caregiver gets the task right and use humor whenever possible.

**Your Relationship with Your PCA**

Providing a positive work environment is a key factor in keeping your personal care assistant. Good communication is the key to maintaining any relationship - and your relationship with your caregiver is no exception. It is important to keep communication pathways open. If you sense any problems or misunderstandings with your caregiver, get them out in the open by confronting the issue and discussing it as quickly as possible.

In order to facilitate a positive relationship, you must treat your PCA with respect, and be as flexible as possible. Keep in mind that he or she has responsibilities and commitments outside of providing your personal care. Respect his or her privacy and base your relationship on honesty, mutual respect and open communication.

Giving (and receiving) feedback is an important aspect of the relationship between caregiver and employer. When it becomes necessary to give critical feedback, make it as positive and constructive as possible. Although it can be difficult, give the feedback immediately after your PCA performs the task or
exhibits the behavior you are criticizing. Give feedback on only one incident at a time, and provide feedback on the person's actions, not the person. Make sure you use the opportunity to help your PCA do the job more effectively rather than launching a personal attack. After giving critical feedback, be sure to clarify how you would like the task performed or the situation handled in the future.

Your style of communication can also be an important factor in maintaining a comfortable working relationship with your caregiver. Utilizing an assertive rather than an aggressive style will foster open communication. An assertive person is open to feedback from others, is direct and gives clear messages. The assertive individual is also honest with him or herself and also with others. Aggressive behavior does not show consideration for the feelings of others and tends to shut down the lines of communication.

Your lifestyle may differ from that of your personal care assistant. You may have differences of opinion over something as minor as which television programs or music you prefer, or over major issues such as smoking, drug and/or alcohol use. Consider your tolerance level for such behavior and make your stand clear. If you do not want someone to smoke in your home, for example, ask your PCA to smoke outside. Do not allow drinking or drug use to interfere with your PCA's ability to meet your needs and perform the job.

In order to provide an optimal working environment for your PCA and foster a positive relationship, there are several things to keep in mind when you interact with your caregiver. You do need to establish your position as employer as soon as possible to ensure that your needs will be met in the manner that you would like. However, keep in mind that the job of providing personal care is not easy, and try not to be too demanding. It is important to be kind and courteous when you ask for assistance. When communicating your needs try putting yourself in your caregiver's place, and think about how you would want someone to talk to you. It is upsetting to be taken for granted, so try to show your appreciation by thanking your PCA.

Being organized will benefit yourself as well as your attendant. Make a list of the tasks you need to have done each day of the week. This makes the best use of the time you have with your caregiver and forces you to anticipate your future needs in terms of daily activities and errands. Think about things like grocery and errand needs - which day you plan on shopping and when. Do you need assistance with your laundry and when does it need to be done? Are you able to do your bowel program in the evening so as to lighten up the morning activities? When you organize your needs and prepare for the week, you communicate respect for your PCA's time, and both of you are likely to get more done with the time you have together.

Unfortunately, it is possible that the person you may not actually be a good meet your needs for whatever always preferable to part ways you may want to use your PCA future (if the circumstances returns your housekey and any forwarding address and phone you need to contact him or her.
Whether your caregiver is terminated or leaves for his or her own reasons, you will once again need to start the process of finding someone to provide your care. It is preferable to start this process while your PCA is still with you. However, this is not always possible, as many times, the caregiver leaves with little or no notice. This is why it is important to have back-up care in place. Hopefully, the knowledge gained through the experience of hiring and managing your first PCA will make the process of finding a replacement caregiver easier.

**Funding Issues and Resources**

There are programs in existence that provide funds to help pay for attendant care. Participation in such programs depends on specific eligibility requirements that vary from area to area. It is important to meet with a social worker, case manager, independent living advocate, or other professional to discuss your specific needs and whether or not you may be eligible to receive funds.

Keep in mind that most programs only provide minimum wage for personal care assistants, and it is difficult to find and retain a personal care assistant for minimum wage, due to the nature of the work. Consider supplementing the minimum wage with additional money, in order to pay your PCA a salary comparable to the going rate in the area. If this is not possible, consider providing other benefits such as room and board, in addition to the cash wage.

Listed below are possible resources to explore for funding personal care:

**Private Resources:**
1. Health Insurance
2. Auto Insurance
3. Worker’s Compensation

**Public Resources:**
1. MediCaid (Department of Social and Health Services)
2. Department of Vocational Rehabilitation
3. Department of Veterans Affairs (if you are a veteran)
4. Crime Victims Compensation
5. Other State-funded programs

It is important (and a requirement for most funding sources) to keep a record of the hours your PCA works. This is best done by keeping a timecard (see sample). Also, as an employer, you are responsible for paying Social Security and other employer taxes. If you are receiving funds from an outside source to pay for attendant services, follow the agency’s guidelines regarding the records you need to keep, how your attendant will be paid, and the taxes you are responsible for withholding and paying.
When writing a description of the tasks for which you require assistance, think about how frequently the activity needs to be done, the physical requirements of the task, and the time of the day/week the activity is typically done.

Bathing: __________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Dressing: _________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Assistance with Bathroom Transfers: ____________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Bladder Care: ______________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Bowel Care: _________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Transfers: _________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Exercises/ROM Program: ______________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Meal Preparation: _________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Housekeeping/Laundry: ____________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Grocery Shopping: _________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
Correspondence/Finances: 

Other Needs (Medical Appointments, School, Social, Job, etc): 

Transportation:
Live-in companion needed to share home with man with quadriplegia in Santa Cruz. Personal care, cooking, yardwork & cleaning assistance in exchange for private room, board and $500.00 per month. Contact Mark at (831) 555-8527 weekdays.

Live-in companion sought to share home in a quiet setting with female with a disability. Room, board and salary in exchange for help with house, meals and errands. Two days off per week. Call Rosie at (408) 289-9989.

Part-time skilled personal care attendant sought for weekday mornings. Non-smokers only, 15 hours per week. $8.25/hour. Contact Connie at (408) 879-3434 weekdays.

Live-in attendant needed for college student. Must be willing to do personal care. Flexible hours, good salary, split household expenses. Contact Brad at (415) 659-7856 evenings.

Aide to assist man with a disability with daily activities. Must be able to drive and cook. 4 hours per day, $10.00 per hour. References required. Contact Rudy at (510) 987-3478 weekday evenings.

Flexible hours/room and board plus stipend for mature responsible female student to assist disabled student with self-care activities - personal care involved. Call Lisa at (408) 237-5498.

Personal Assistant Services
Attendant Application

Applicant Information

Name: ________________________________
Street Address: _______________________
City/State: ___________________________
Zip Code: ____________________________
Phone Number: ________________________

How long have you lived at this address? _________

In case of emergency, notify:

Name: ________________________________
Relationship to Applicant: __________________
Street Address: _______________________
City/State: ___________________________
Zip Code: ____________________________
Phone: ______________________________

Job Experience

Have you had previous experience working as a personal care assistant, nurse or nurse’s aide?
Yes_____ No_____

If yes, please describe your job duties: ______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

How long were you employed in this capacity? ________________________________

Please list 2 previous employers to be used as references:

Employer Name: ___________________________ Employer Name: ___________________________
Street Address: __________________________ Street Address: ___________________________
City/State: ______________________________ City/State: ______________________________
Zip Code: ______________________________ Zip Code: ______________________________
Phone: ________________________________ Phone: ________________________________

Dates employed: ______ through ______ Dates employed: ______ through ______
Appendix

Availability

Date available to start work: ______________________

Shifts willing to work: Full-time _____  Part-Time _____

- Mornings: _____
- Afternoons: _____
- Evenings: _____
- Overnight: _____
- Live-In: _____
- On-Call for emergencies_____

How many hours per week are you willing to work? ______

What time would you be able to start in the morning? _____

How late could you stay in the evening? _____

If you are a student, what is your class schedule?

- Monday: ________________
- Thursday: ________________
- Tuesday: ________________
- Friday: ________________
- Wednesday: ________________

Other Information

What is your means of transportation? ______________________

Do you have a valid drivers license?   Yes _____  No _____

Have you been convicted of a felony, misdemeanor or other offense within the past 3 years? Yes _____  No _____

If yes, explain: _____________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Are there any jobs that you would not want to do (for example, drive, bowel and/or bladder care, lifting, or other duties listed in job description?) __________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

How did you hear about this position? __________________________________________________________________________

Salary acceptable: ______________________
Personal Assistant Services
Attendant Rating Sheet

Date: ____________

Prospective Attendant’s Name: _____________________________________________
Male ______  Female ______
Age: ______
Phone #: __________________________

Overall Impression of Prospective Attendant:

Positive Attributes: _______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Areas of Concern: _________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Physical Requirements:
______ Good Health
______ Physical stamina

Qualities:
______ Dependability
______ Attitude
______ Patience
______ Learning ability
______ Neat Appearance
______ Punctuality
______ Intelligence
______ Honesty
______ Compatibility

Capabilities to Look For:
______ Ability to drive
______ Personal care
______ Language
______ Cooking & cleaning
______ Mechanical abilities
______ Ability to lift/transfer

References: ______________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Experience: ______________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Availability: ____________________________
Other Comments: _________________________________________________________
# Personal Assistant Services
## Needs Inventory

### Personal Care Needs:

**Bathing:**
- Type of bath (shower, bed bath, set-up) ____________
- Frequency ____________
- Time of day ____________
- How long does it take ____________

**Dressing:**
- Level of assistance ____________
- Special considerations ____________
- How long does it take ____________

**Oral Hygiene:**
- Frequency ____________
- Type of assistance required ____________

**Bowel Care:**
- Type of bowel program (in bed, on commode, etc) ____________
- Frequency of bowel care ____________
- Time of day ____________
- How long does it take ____________

**Bladder Care:**
- Type of bladder program (ICP, condom cath, suprapubic) ____________
- Frequency of bladder care ____________
- Time of day ____________
- How long does it take ____________

**Transfers:**
- Type of transfer (Dependent, sliding board, etc) ____________
- Amount of assistance required ____________
- When needed ____________
- Special considerations (shoulder pain, special techniques, etc) ____________

**Eating:**
- Other than meal preparation, any special help (adaptive equipment; set-up) _____
- Special diet ____________

**Medication:**
- Type of medications ____________
- Frequency ____________
- Who administers ____________
Exercise Program:
- Type of exercise program (ROM, strengthening, etc) ____________
- Frequency ____________
- How long does exercise program take ____________

Homemaking Needs:

Laundry:
- Level of assistance required ____________
- How often ____________
- Where is laundry done ____________

Housecleaning:
- Frequency ____________
- How many rooms need to be cleaned ______
- Specific chores ____________

Meal Preparation:
- Time of meals ____________
- Who will plan ____________

Grocery Shopping:
- Frequency ____________
- Where is shopping done ______
- Who is responsible ____________
Checklist for Self-Care Activities

Checklist for Bathing

Preparation:
- 1. Get clothes ready
- 2. Prepare bath water
- 3. Check bathroom temperature
- 4. Make sure needed supplies are available
- 5. Ensure privacy

Routine:
- 1. Assist with clothing removal
- 2. Transfer from bed to bath
- 3. Wash and rinse body
- 4. Assist with hair care
- 5. Transfer from bath to dressing area.
- 6. Dry body thoroughly
- 7. Inspect skin for pressure sores
- 8. Apply lotion or powder
- 9. Apply deodorant and makeup and/or shave
- 10. Assist with dressing
- 11. Assist with bladder and bowel care
- 12. Transfer to wheelchair
- 13. Assist with dental care
- 14. Move to breakfast area

Clean Up:
- 1. Put away all supplies
- 2. Clean bathroom
- 3. Clean and disinfect bladder and bowel care supplies
Personal Assistant Services
Personal Care Assistant Agreement/Contract

1. **Parties:** The parties to this agreement are ______________________ (employee), who will be responsible to ______________________ (employer). Both parties agree to assume the duties and the responsibilities of the employer-employee relationship as described in this agreement.

2. **Place of Employment:** Employee’s duties shall be primarily carried out at the employer’s residence, but may involve local travel for medical appointments, shopping and similar purposes.

3. **Hours of Employment:** Regular days and hours shall be:

   ________________________________________________________________

   It is understood that these days and/or hours may change. Any permanent change must be noted in writing and initialed by both parties.

4. **Pay Schedule:** Employer agrees to pay employee at the rate of $___________ per hour/day/week/month. Payday will be on the ___ day of the day/week/month. Reimbursement for mileage for use of employee’s car shall be at the rate of ____ cents per mile. Payment will be made by cash/check.

5. **Employee Duties:** Employee’s duties are for the benefit of the employer only, not for other household members (unless otherwise contracted). The employee shall perform only listed duties on a regular basis.

6. **Supervision:** Supervision and direction of employee shall be the sole responsibility of the employer, unless otherwise agreed to in writing. **Special medication shall be under the direction of a physician.**

7. **Expertise:** It is understood that the employee has no special medical knowledge or skills unless otherwise stated in advance, and is not responsible for professional nursing service.

8. **Termination:** Either party may terminate this agreement with two weeks notice in writing. Any wages and/or reimbursement due will be paid on termination if at the instigation of the employer; and on the next regular payday if instigated by the employee.

9. **Vacation/Sick Leave:** Employee will request vacation time (not to exceed two weeks per year) at least two weeks in advance to allow the employer to arrange coverage. In the event that the employee is sick, he or she will notify employer at least one hour prior to the start of the shift, except in the event of an emergency.

   **Agreement signed on this __th day of __________, 19__.**

Employer Signature: __________________________________________
Employee Signature: _________________________________________

Appendix - 10
# Personal Assistant Services
## Attendant Timesheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time In</th>
<th>Time Out</th>
<th>Hours Worked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
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**Total Hours Worked:** ________________

**Attendant’s Signature:** __________________________

**Employer’s Signature:** __________________________
Personal Assistance Services
Resource Telephone Numbers for Attendant Care

**Federal Resources**

Internal Revenue Service 800-829-1040
(IRS - Income Tax)

*Information on required deductions from employee, W4 form*

Social Security
(Health and Human Services) 800-772-1213

*Information on required deductions from employee and contributions by employer*

**State and Local Resources**

Franchise Tax Board 800-852-5711
(Income Tax)

*Required deductions from employee, W4 form*

Labor Commission
(Industrial Relations Department) 415-557-7878

*Information on codes and regulations governing household employees*

Worker’s Compensation 408-277-1292

*Required contributions by employer*

Employment Development Office
(Unemployment Office)

*Many branch offices - see phone book for your nearest office*

*Provides information on required contributions by employee for State Disability Insurance (SDI) by employer and for unemployment insurance.*

*Check with Your Private Insurance Agent or Case Manager to determine if you have any compensation benefits or if your Homeowner’s Insurance policy covers on-the-job injuries for your personal care assistant.*
**Self-Care Manuals**

Self-care or patient education manuals can be a great resource to use when training your personal care assistant. Most of the following manuals have chapters on attendant care, and have detailed chapters on bowel, bladder, and skin care, as well as information on range of motion and exercise programs for individuals with SCI.

**Spinal Cord Injury Patient Education Manual**
Aspen Publishers, Inc.  
200 Orchard Ridge Drive, Suite 200  
Gaithersburg, MD  20878  
Contact: Eric Lehto  
(800) 638-8437  

**Spinal Network: The Total Wheelchair Resource Book - 3rd Edition**  
$49.95  
P.O. Box 8987  
Malibu, CA.  90265  
(800) 543-4116  
FAX: (310) 317-9533  

**Spinal Cord Injury: A Manual for Healthy Living**  
$65.00  
The Institute for Rehabilitation and Research (TIRR)  
Division of Education  
1333 Moursund B-107  
Houston, TX  77030-3405  
(713) 797-5944  

**Spinal Cord Injury Homecare Manual**  
$60.00  
Kessler Institute for Rehabilitation  
1199 Pleasant Valley Way  
West Orange, NJ  07052  
Contact: Marilyn Homick, Patient Education Coordinator  

**Yes, You Can!: A Guide to Self-Care for Persons with Spinal Cord Injury**  
$15.00  
Paralyzed Veterans of America  
Education Department; c/o Office Services  
801 N. 18th Street NW  
Washington, DC  20006  
(800) 424-8200
# On-Line Resources

**Websites:**

**University of Alabama at Birmingham**
Spinal Cord Injury Information Network
An excellent website where 18 Fact Sheets covering various aspects of spinal cord injury are available free of charge. Select P and choose "Personal Attendant Services" for a variety of on-line documents and other resources, some of which are available in Spanish.

**The DRM WebWatcher**

**Personal Care Assistants**
www.disabilityresources.org/PCA.html
Online links to many SCI related websites with information on personal care assistants.

**Personal Care Aide Connection**
www.pca-hha.com
This new website connects homecare workers with people who need personal assistance. This website is national, so finding local personal care assistants may be difficult, depending on the area in which you live.

# Books and Pamphlets

**Attendant Care Services - Fact Sheet #7**
Arkansas Spinal Cord Commission
1120 Marshall Street, Suite 207
Little Rock, AR 72202
(501) 324-9624

**A Checklist for Evaluating Personal Care Assistant Services (1993)**
Center on Human Policy
Syracuse University
200 Huntington Hall
Syracuse, NY 13244-2340

**Enhancing Independence: A Personal Care Attendant Training Manual**
Shellie Nazarus, Information Specialist
Missouri Model Spinal Cord Injury System
Howard A. Rusk Rehabilitation Center
One Hospital Drive. DC046.00
Columbia, MO 65212
(573) 882-3341
Catherine D. Ludlum
A. J. Pappanikou Center
249 Glenbrook Rd. U-64
Storrs, CT 06269-2064
(860) 486-5035

Helen Susik
Impact Publishers
P.O. Box 1094
San Luis Obispo, CA 93406
(805) 543-5911

Personal Assistance Training Manual (1997)
Shepherd Center
2020 Peachtree Rd. NW
Atlanta, GA 30309
(404) 350-7473

Available in English and Spanish
Research Department
RRTC on Aging with a Spinal Cord Injury
Craig Hospital
3425 S. Clarkson Street
Englewood, CO 80110
(800) 573-4228 (303) 789-8202

Personal Care Assistants - SCI Information Sheet #6 (1994)
RRTC Training Office - Room 506
University of Alabama at Birmingham
Spain Rehabilitation Center
1717 6th Ave. South
Birmingham, AL 35233-7330
(205) 934-3283

Utah Assistive Technology Program
Center for Persons with Disabilities
6588 Old Main Hill
Logan, UT 84322-6855
(435) 797-1991
www.uatp.usu.edu
UAB - Spain Rehab Center
RRTC Training Office - Room 506
1717 Sixth Ave., South
Birmingham, AL 35233-7330

Volume 1: Consumer Guide
Volume 2: Agency Guide
Research and Training Center on Independent Living (RTC/IL)
4089 Dole Building University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS 66045
(785) 864-4095

Organizations

National Database of Educational Resources for SCI
The Institute for Rehabilitation and Research (TIRR)
1333 Moursund B-107
Houston, TX 77030-3405
(713) 797-5944
Contact: Marj Gordon (713) 797-5944
This organization can do a free search to locate materials related to all aspects of the training and management of personal care assistants.

The Research and Training Center on Independent Living
RTC/IL
University of Kansas
4089 Dole Building
Lawrence, KS 66045
(785) 864-4095
Offers information and materials on training your personal care assistant.

Videotapes

Personal Assistance Services Video Series (1993)
The Consumer: Issues and Answers
The Provider: On Being a Personal Assistant
The Community: A Vision
Shepherd Center
2020 Peachtree Rd. NW
Atlanta, GA 30309
(404) 350-7473
The following 3 videotapes are available on loan:

Attendant Care Basics: An Orientation
Partners in Independence: The Personal Care Attendant’s Role in Pressure Sore Prevention
One-to-One (maintaining a Good Relationship with your PCA)

Spinal Cord Injury Network International
3911 Princeton Dr.
Santa Rosa, CA  95405-7013
(800) 548-2673
www.spinalcordinjury.org

Personal Assistant Recruitment (1994)
Marionjoy Rehabilitation Hospital
26W171 Roosevelt Rd.
Wheaton, IL 60189-0795